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Simpler Fee-Payment Rules Adopted 
Eastern Washington State 
College will adopt simpler 
registration and fee-payment 
rules beginning with the fall 
quarter, says Fred S. Johns. 
vice president for business 
and management. 
The new rules in brief Include: 
... Registration dates are June 
4-6 and June 25 through 
Se pte mb~r 14 for stude nts 
who will continue at Eastern 
in the fall . 
•.• Registration dates a re June 
25 through September 21 for 
students new to Eastern. 
... A prepayment of $50 
towards fees and tuition will 
be required at registration • 
"These rules wlll e nd the 
exceptions to our procedure 
that have been confusing to 
students," Johns said. "The 
changes are intended to help 
students by setting out a clear 
and simple procedure for 
everyone." 
He said Eastern "has always 
been student oriented. But 
the variations In rules weren't 
as he lpful a s we expected 
the m to be. The new uniform 
procedures are ste ps toward 
slmpllfylng registration that 
we began earlJe r with com· 
pu'ler-sortlng of class open· 
lngs." 
The prepayment will bring 
"' Eastern Into line with the 
practices of other Pacific 
Northwest Colleges. 
vete rans' be nefits. 
Job Stereotypes At Eastern "We think this uniformity wlll help the student who, In the past, has been confused by 
the differences between our 
system and those of other 
colleges," Johns said. He said 
that many prospective stud· 
ents read ,the catalogs of 
several colleges before 
choosing one. 
"We strongly urge student•··· 
e specially ne w stude nts···to 
registe r early and to se e the ir 
campus advisers before Aug. 
1 O," Johns said. For freshmen , 
advising Is handled through 
the EWSC Central Advising 
Office. When a student 
completes advising and 
course selection during the 
summer, the registrar will 
mall a confirmed 11st of 
courses before registration 
closes. 
Women 's Awareness Week 
stressed the fact that women are 
conditioned to think that worldly 
pursuits are unfeminine and that 
the arts or service occupations 
where she can give of herself 
selflessly are the path to 
feminine fulfillment. Men, on the 
other hand, are trained for 
demanding jobs that require 
diligence and abstract reason-
ing. 
The truth Qf this assertion is 
demonstrated by the statistics 
for the 1973 Spring Quarter 
graduates. These statistics from 
the Registrar's Office indicate 
that men and women at Eastern 
are not, in most cases, deviating 
from the career stereotypes 
assigned their sex. 
For instance, approximately 95 
people will receive Bachelor of ' 
Sciences degrees, and of them 
70 percent are women and 30 
percent are men. No men are 
receiving degrees in Dental 
Hygiene or_ Home Economics and 
no women are receiving degrees 
,n \ndus~c-,a\ "l echno\ogy , Phy!iics. 
or Geology. Of 45 Nursing 
graduates, two are men. 
There are also more women 
receiving Bachelor of Arts 
degrees in Education. Of about 
189 graduates, 45 percent are 
men and 55 percent are women. 
No women will racieve degrees 
in Natural Science and no men 
will receive degrees in History, 
Russian, German, Home Econom-
ics, Psychology, and Special 
Education. The majority of 
degrees in Math, Child Develop-
ment, Exceptional Children, Bio-
logy, English, French, and Music 
will go to women and Social 
Science and Orama degrees wil l 
go mostly to men. 
In the Bachelor of Arts category, 
though, there are twice as many 
men receiving degrees as wom-
en. Of about 380 graduates, 68 
percent are men and 32 percent 
are women. ' No men are 
receiving degrees in Applied 
Music, Health Education, Busi-
ness Edutation, Speech Patho-
logy, Business Administration 
and Management, French or 
Speech Correction. No degrees 
Thursday, May· 31 : . 
EWSC Orama Dept. Production, "Two Dozen Red Roses" , 7 :30 in the 
College Theater. 
Student Piano-Organ Recital at 8 : 15 in the Music Building. 
Friday, June 1 : 
College Theater , "Two Dozen Red Roses" . 
Concert Choir Concert , Music Building at 8 :15 
Saturday, June 2: 
College Theater, "Two Dozen Red Roses", 7 :30 p.m. 
Sunday, June 3: 
Ava Case Piano Competition in t he Music Build ing at 7 :00 p.m. 
Karen O lsen, Sr. Vo ice Recita l , Music Building, 3 :00 p.m. 
June 4-8: 
Finals. 
HAVE A 
GOOD SUMMER 
EX-STUDENTS. 
IT HAS BEEN FUN 
SERVING v·ou1 
YOU CAN STILL FIND. LAST-
MINUTE GRADUATION GIFTS AT: Smitlt -
·235-6312" JEWELERS: 401. 1st 
Cheney. 
will be awarded to women in 
Speech, Earth Science, Physics, 
Industrial Technology, Econom· 
ics, Planning, Political Science, 
Military Science, Philosophy and 
Spanish. 
Exceptions to prepayment 
rules may be allowed stud• 
ents receiving financial aid or 
A, revised schedule and fee 
for student . changes In 
courses will go Into effect the 
opening of fall quarter, Johns 
said. Separate registration 
times will be announced for 
evening cours•s and those at 
Fairchild Air Force Base. Fall 
classes begin at EWSC Sept. 
25. 
Women will receive 70 percent 
of the B.A. 's in the Social Work 
and men wi II receive from 
80-100 percent of them in 
Business, General Business, 
Geography, RTV, History, and 
Journalism. 
If you are one of those 
students who likes to take 
short-cuts, maybe you were 
surprised. the other day when 
your short-cut was blocked by 
a fence. 
Boa.rd of Trustees Make 
New Appointments 
· These fences were put up in 
an attempt to allow the newly 
planted· grass to grow before 
more paths were made 
through them. According to 
Jim Mccarther from Facilities 
Planning these fences are 
only temporary. 
Chairmen of four Eastern Wash-
ington State College academic 
departments have been re-
appointed and two new appoint-
ments have been made by the 
EWSC Board of Trustees. 
Morris G. Sho.re, Yakima, board 
chairman, said three-year re-
newals as chairmen were made 
to Or. Kenneth H. Halwos, 
English; Or. Elroy C. McDermott, 
Business Administration, and Dr. 
SUMMER SCHOOL 173 
Edmonds Community College 
An Offer 
Hough D. Sullivan, Mathematics. 
Or. William Radford Thomas was 
re-appointed for a one-year term 
as chairman of the EWSC art 
department. 
Appointments as new deport-
ment chairmen went to Dr. John 
E. Malaby, Psychology, for three 
years, and Dr. Joseph F. 
Schuster, Political Science, for 
two years. 
You Can't Refuse .... 
Our Summer School offers more 
t~an 100 day, afternoon and 
evening cla11es meeting four days 
each week. 
Students can select either f ive- or 
ten-week cla,ses. 
In our "concentrated" flve•wffk 
1e11lons, classes meet 2 '12 hours a 
day, four days a week. 
Veterans can receive full V.A. 
Educationa l Benefits in our "conc•n· 
tratecl" five-week, 5-credlt classes. 
~ ........ .._... ........................ . 
First five-week session: 
June 18 through July 20 
Second flve•week session: 
July 23 through August 23 
Ten-week tesslon: 
June 18 through August 23 
TUITION 
Full-time [ 10 or more credits] . .. $68.50 
Part-tlm• [per credit hour] .. . ...... . 6.85 
Our campus Is located In South Snohomish County, mlnutei away from 
downtown Seattle, the waters of the Puget Sound and the mal•1tlc 
Cascade and Olympic Mountain,. 
To receive your 1ummer class schedule, call [206] '775-351 H or write to 
Office of Registration, Edmonds Community College, 20000 68th Ave. 
West, Lynnwood, Washington, 98036. 
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The Vear In Review • • • • 
by Brian Mottaz: 
Associate Editor 
Was 1972-73· a "nothing" 
year? Did it come and go 
without the usual disturb-
ances, problems, flare-ups or 
confrontations characteristic 
of our nations's college 
campuses? Or does it just 
seem that way as one looks 
back and tries to remember 
"what happened?" 
Most students, faculty and 
staff, I'm sure, see the current 
academic year now rapidly 
drawing to a close as rather 
dull, wtth nothing out of the 
ordinary happening. No pro-
tests, demonstrations or uni-
fied causes. 
However, in taking a brief 
look back over those occur-
ences which "made the 
news," the story of 1972-73 
was far from dull. For those 
who have forgotten, this is 
how it was: 
"SAVAGES" OUT? 
The to,> story of the year has 
got to be that of Eastern's 
doomed mascot, the "Sav-
ages." I say this in the present 
tense because the story has 
yet to see an end. 
Eastern's Board of Trustees 
began Its tedious lob of 
replacing the school's nick-
name In the spring of 1972 
when one member, Ron 
A THING OF THE PAST? - It seems so. This "savage territory" T-shirt 
may be valuable someday. That's if the college ever does away with 
the "savages" mascot. Sandbak. 
Robinson, maintained "Sav-
ages" was demeaning and 
derogatory towards American 
Indians. 
Robins.on probably thought at 
the time he would share 
widespread support from the 
"liberal" student body on this 
Issue, assuming they were as 
socially- aware as their count-
erparts across the nation. Not 
so. 
It would be nearly a full year 
before the "Savages" would 
be Wald to rest and a concerted 
effort made · to find a new 
mascot. In the meantime, the 
board twice voted out the 
mascot during the summer of 
1972. 
An election was held in which 
students, faculty, staff and 
alumni overwhelmingly voic-
ed support for the "Savages". 
The board, however, deter-
mined to do away with the 
mascot, lgnored-.tha election, 
despite protest, and finally 
voted out the nickname once 
and for all in January. 
A committee was appointed 
to f Ind a new mascot. It 
did--the "Lakers." However, 
student reaction was some-
what uncertain--posslbly stun-
ned--so the board called for 
another vote. 
That election was to be held 
yesterday and, hopefully, a 
new mascot will be found. 
One thing Is for sure, a new 
nickname is needed because 
too many people are getting 
used to the "No-Names." 
INVALID ELECTION? 
The year far from f lzzled out. 
It was late In April when 
students were faced with 
what now can be termed a 
constitutlonar crisis. 
A new slate of officers, some 
legislators and several consti-
tutional amendments were on 
the ballot in spring quarter's 
general election, and as in the 
past, students went to the 
polls In lust enough numbers 
to get the election validated. 
However, within days, It was 
learned that there were 
posslbly some Invalid votes 
THE CENTER OF THE STORM - The Cheney City Hall and police 
department. Charges by an Eastern professor against .the police chief 
had things on edge here for awhile. Sandbak. 
cast in the general election. 
The "Easterner" did Its own 
digging and came-up with 19 
invalid votes In the general 
election. Invalid because they 
did not meet the constitution-
al requirement of being full 
time students. 
Since the general election 
needed 20 percent of the 
students voting. to validate it 
and there were only 17 votes 
over the minimum, It appear-
ed that something was about 
to blow. 
The "Eastern's" action was 
followed closely by several 
AS officers and legislators 
going over the primary and 
finding several Invalid votes 
there algso, However, that 
Information was presented to 
the AS legislature which 
voted against ruling the 
elections · or part of them 
Invalid and holding them over 
again. 
Even though more lnfo_rma• 
tion was presented by the 
"Easterner" which could have 
influenced the election, the 
legislature's original action 
seemed to be final and r,o 
further action was taken. The 
officers remained elected and 
the bills passed. 
However, In future elections, 
I'm sure the episode will 
resurface and continually 
haunt the members of the AS 
with a "could It happen 
again?" thought. 
PARKING DENIED? 
Most Issues on· the Eastern 
campus affect only dorm 
dwellers. However, the 
Cheney City Council began a 
protect in early spring which 
would "hit home" with the 
4,000 or so Spokane com-
. .... .. , 
: .. '· .. ' 
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Mascot,Parki·ng ·Head List 
muters. _ ant put It at the time , trees, and prope rty owners, street would be delaye d until School drowned. The boy, 
Two City Council members, 
Tom Scott and Warren West· 
erman, conducted a survey of 
the parking situation on city 
streets surrounding the col-
lege. Recommendations were 
made which would call for 
eliminating over 800 on-
street parking spaces. 
The council cited emergency 
vehicle usage, public safety 
and street maintenance as 
the reasons behind the plan. 
Students reacted, as did 
council members and city 
residents, at a council meet· 
Ing In April. Name calling and 
threats of lawsuits pervaded 
the council chambers until It 
was suggested that a com• 
mlttee be forme4 to work out 
a compromise. 
At last report, the city is still 
considering the matter so the 
end result has yet to be seen. 
It seems apparent, though 
that Eastern'• many, many c~r 
lockeys wlll be seeing the 
results of the city's plan for 
years to come. 
On the other hand, It will give 
the students something to 
think about on the long walk 
from their parking spaces to 
class. 
CHENEY POLICE··· 
WHITEWASH? 
"A whitewash lob." That's 
what Eastern Sociology pro· · 
fessor Dr. Ralph Connor had 
to say about an Investigation 
Into the Cheney ,Police De-
partment. 
The whole affair began In 
November when ·connor filed 
six charges against Police 
Chief Robert Jamison, Includ-
ing "coercing" a prospective 
witness Into testifying, app-
ropraltlng stolen property for 
his own use, racial discrimin-
ation, Interference with camp· 
us safety and undermining 
the morale of the police 
department. 
An Investigation followed In 
which Jamison was cleared of 
all charges. However, Connor 
called It a "whitewash lob" . 
and maintained Jamison was 
In fact guilty of the charges. 
Not a word on the Incident 
has been heard since Con• 
nor's countercharges In Feb-
ruary and It appears the 
episode has die d. Co"nor had 
Indicated a few months ago It 
was not dead as far as he was 
concerned. Only time wlll tell. 
DORM FREEDOM 
Colleges across the country 
saw many of their rules and 
regulations llberallzed, Gnd 
Eastern was no exception. 
The Board of Trustees, In 
Octob r, voted to do away 
with mandatory dorm cur-
fews , leaving the matter of 
hours up to dorm residents. 
The board's rullng went Into 
effect winter quarter and at 
last report there were no 
apparent problems. 
Each floor in the Individual 
dorms was allowed to set Its 
own hours by a vote of those 
on the floor. 
As one resident dorm assist-
"Students slowly are becom- as we ll as students , respond· after school conclude d In the Troy Alle n of Edmonds, 
Ing recognized as having ed by seeking court action to spring. Wash., was with othe r stud· 
re1pon1lblllty and a need for stop the cutting. ents In a supervised swim 
Increased freedom. Length· The controversy flared last when the accident occured. 
ened dorm hours Indicated Within days after the City spring and continued through 
students are gaining the trust Council gave its a p}*roval to the summer until the confron-
of the administration." begin cutting down trees, an tation last fall. It seemed the 
oral restraining orde!' was , whole matter was dead until 
FIFTH STREET TREES 
Probably the first flare-up In 
the 1972-73 academic year 
came In September over a 
City of Cheney proposal to 
turn fifth street Into a cross 
town arterial. 
In order to do so, It meant 
cutting down more than 70 
granted by a Spokane County a followup story in the 
Superior Court Judge. "Easterner" this spring ex-
However, city offlclals and 
residents, along with stud-
ents, met and a compromise 
was worked out In which new 
trees would be planted in 
place of those cut down. It 
was announced later in the 
year th.at construction on the 
plaining why construction had 
been halted till after the 
school year. 
The Easterner received a 
letter within a week from a 
person maintaining there was 
no compromise between all 
concerned parties. The tree 
cutting is long since over, but 
the issue apparently still 
lingers. 
END IN SIGHT 
For those not so hearty and 
patient, this lenghty look at 
the past must becoming 
tedious and many are won-
dering when it will all end. 
Soon, but there are a few 
more stories of the year 
which should be mentioned. 
... AND THE REST 
PROFESSIONAL AMATEUR GEORGE PLIMPTON 
In October, charges of scare 
tactics were lodged against 
campus safety by the Theta 
Ct.i Upsilon fraternity. The 
incident involved some alleg· 
ed stolen property and an 
alleged illegal entry by 
Campus Safety officers at the 
fraternity's house. It is de-
bateable whether or not the 
matter was ever settled, but 
some sort of agreement was 
reached within days. 
COLUMNIST JACK ANDERSON 
Cohabitation became the 
word of the week in February 
when an Eastern coed was 
found guilty of the "charge" 
by the college's disciplinary 
committee. It seems the 
young lady allegedly spent 
the night in a dorm room with 
a male frlend--a violation of 
"published rules and regula· 
tions." 
Tragedy struck the Eastern 
fieldhouse swimming pool in 
March when a ten-year-old 
boy from the nearby Antonian 
CASTING BALLOTS - is not one of the favorite pastimes of Eastern students. However, some invalid votes 
cast in the lost AS general election caused problems--nomely a constitution.al crisis. Sandbak. 
The City of Cheney and the 
college came close to going 
sky high in early April when 
authorities uncovered more 
than 7,000 pounds of explos-
ives buried and fused only 
three miles from the city. It 
seems five youths had taken 
the explosives the week 
before. All of the explosives 
were later recovered and the 
youths made court appear-
ances, receiving 
sentences. 
various 
It was the year for the regular 
session of the state legisla-
ture. Action taken included 
lowering the drinking age in 
the state to 19 years of age. It 
was also a year of proposals 
for the future of higher 
education in the state, but 
little solid action came from 
the lawmakers in OlympiG. 
The Eastern campus was 
caught up in the election whirl 
in early November. Several 
students were on hand in 
Spokane in late October to 
hear and see presidential 
candidate George McGovern 
at Gonzaga University's Ken-
nedy Pavilion. The rest is 
history. 
Eastern students and faculty 
were also treated to several 
good speakers during the 
year. Jack Anderson, penta-
gon paper reporter Neil 
Shehan, George Plimpton and 
Clockwork Orange author 
Anthony Burgess were on 
hand. 
WHAT NOW? 
Of course, there are hundreds 
of lesser stories which are 
now all but forgotten, but no 
less important to those 
involved. 
Many may still see the year as 
dull and of little importance, 
but I believe an objective 
person will conclude "much" 
did in fact happen. 
As for next year, wait and 
see. 
• 
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r911umm11111111111 East e r n e r O p i n i O n BIIIIIIIIDIHMlll1llllll9; 
This Is The Last ~ 
Editorial Of The Year ~ 
The year is ending with a chorus of sighs of relief from th(§ 
enitre " Easterner" staff, and no doubt, from the readers of thi5= 
esteemed publication. (If you have gotten this far, you'l e 
;==== 
0ea li ze I'm talking abou t you.) ; 
The year is almost over and there is no doubt in my mind aS§ 
to why you, the students, are relieved. It might be asked,§ 
i 1owever, why my staff and I are celebrating the beginning ofs ! he end ; 
~ rhe answer comes in a number of explainations : ! 
;_ 1. LEAN BUDGET-We were only alloted $14,000 from AS thii 
5 year, in lieu of the previous year's of $23,000. · ~ 
i 2. LIMITED STAFF-There were few, if any, Journalism major~ 
s_ on the reporting staff this year. We had to make it with wh~§ 
===- we had. Two people on the entire editorial staff majored Ir§ 
Journalism. Also, this quarter reaped a total of four active 
reporters for the paper. The burden on everyone was great l 
!==== 3. STUDENT REPRESENT AT/ON-The paper attempted tel 
represent student interest, no matter what studeni 
government did. Some discouraging incidents come to minds 
such as, the mascot vote. Students voted overwelmingly t(§ 
= keep the mascot name "Savages", and the "Easterner-'§ 
; supported that vote. Jeff Riddle broke down into tears at tha ; 
== BOT meeting, and sobbed that he couldn 't represent ~re 
ignorant ma ss of people any longer, and asked special i permission to speak " just as a student" for his own persona ; 
!== feelings. I wish you all could have sat where Jeff sat. ! 
Nothing was ever done about the election scandai 
i either ... doesn't it make you wonder who really is representin~ j you??? ;_ 
i 5 § 
= = 
~--==- My staff and I have tried to do something that has never beeri 
done with a paper at Eastern. We tried creative layouts, coloe 
almost every issue, cartoon pages, crossword puzzles ... jusi 
about anything we cou ld do to get you to pick it up. Oui 
i readership has increased tremendously in the past year, an<i 
= -
- we have no one to thank but you. Thanks. ;;;;_ 
5 
= = ~ If our cr iti cs knew what a pain in the ass it was to put out al 
= " Easterner" with what we had, week after week, maybe tl)e@ 
= would have been kinder. This is not a plea for sympathy. i I knew what kind of job this was before I topk it on . Th§ 
i= burhden broke quite a few of my staff, and I'm on my last le! 
ri g t now. 5 
= = ~ I'm looking forward to a quiet, solemn walk into the Easterri 
; sunset. (I 've been wanting to use that line all year.) ~ 
i= Have a ni ce summer. If you're coming back here next ·yea'i 
you' ll need a nice vacation . i 
== i § Ed Bruneau = 
- _a E :II UIIIIIIDIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIHIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIUIIIIRlllii 
AD MANAGER DON O'NEI L.'i:.-STAFF REPORTERS INCLUDE : Jill Harstad, 
Julie Kittelson, Tim McWilliams, Rick Schultz, Flasayo Geslnde and Nena 
Hodges. The East~rner Is pri'!!~ _we~kly e~~!:pt . h?lld~Y".• .•!!d !er!ods 
-
Confessions Of A 
Carbon Monoxide Sniffer 
It all began really quite innocently as a young 
lad growing up in my hometown. little did I 
realize at that time that I would become an 
Intolerable fiend, a social outcast, in other 
words a pollution freak. 
My first introduction to this particular vice came 
about as a result of a so-called_ friend of mine. 
Bill was his name, corrupting young men's souls 
was his game, and his ,father ran the grocery 
store in town. 
I con still faintly recall the day Bill talked me 
into trying my first taste of pollution. There was 
a lake located at the edge of town and it was 
being polluted by a chemical factory on · its 
shores. along with the solid wastes discharged 
by all the homes that were scattered around it. 
As my friend said, it was really a righteous lake. 
A sign there said: Contaminated-No Swimming. 
That day we went down to the lake and Bill 
jumped in. What could I do but jump in right 
along beside him? Five minutes in that pool of 
liquid slime and I was hooked. I started out 
going down to the lake once a week. then twice 
a week, then every day. After awhile it got so I 
was skipping classes ot school so I could get 
another hit of pollution. While on pollution, my 
mind was fogged. unclear; I couldn't think. 
Reality was no longer a problem, and pollution 
had become !TIY only joy in life. 
My problem didn't stop there though, and I 
continued on the rood to ruin. I soon found that 
the polluted water could no longer satisfy my 
needs for a sick high .. There hod to be something 
more. Then I found it-carbon monoxide. 
The discovery of carbon monoxide as the 
ultimate high really come about as an occident. 
One day while driving down the rood I noticed a 
strange noise COl)"ling from the back of my car. 
Stopping my car I went bock to investigate what 
the problem was. As I lay there by the exhaust 
pipe studying the rear end I began to notice a 
feeling of nausea coming over me. It was 
fantastic. After a few gasps of air from the 
exhaust pipe I could hardly walk. 
Following my discovery. a drastic change took 
place in my life style. I sold the car I had and 
bought on old clunker that must hove put out 
about twenty cubic yards of carbon monoxide 
per block. To make the car even better, I 
diconnected the PCV valve. Then a terrible thing 
happened. I was busted. A cop gave me a ticket 
for polluting the atmosphere and I hod to stop 
driving the cor. 
I looked for a new source and found it in other 
people's cars. I would sit patient•·, by the 
roadside until a car would pass by. Then I would 
frantically begin .chasing the car until I could 
grab on to the bumper with my teeth near the 
exhaust pipe. As I was being dragged down the 
street I sincerely felt happy. 
But chasi~g cars and buses is hard on a person, 
especially when that person starts developing 
emphysema and heart disease. Also. being 
dragged along the street in hard on a person's 
clothes. Therefore I decided on easier way to 
get my carbon monoxide would be to go to the 
biggest supply. I moved to the land of milk and 
honey, Los Angeles. 
flawing from my eyes. It was on absolute 
paradise for someone like myself. Everyone in 
beautiful L.A. must have been a fellow pollution 
freak. Why else would anyone live there? 
For the first few weeks things were really great, 
but after awhile I began to get used to the 
carbon monoxide content of the air. To resolve 
this I got a job as a parking lot attendant. For 
eight hours a day all I hod to do was walk 
behind cors,~inhale carbon monoxide, and tell 
the people where to pork. 
But one day disaster struck. I hod just gotten off 
work and arrived home. For some reason, I was 
feeling particularly depressed; one of the cars 
at the parking lot must hove been burning some 
good gas. Anyway I was feeling really down and 
I decided the only cure for that was a hit of 
pollution. 
The bigger the hit the better, so I walked out to 
the garage where my clunker was. In L.A. 
clunkers leaving trails of pollution can 't be 
spotted by cops because of the haze in the air. 
Therefore it was all right to drive them. I then 
started my car and shut the garage door so no 
outside air could get in. As the room began 
filling up with smoke I started taking deep 
breaths of contaminated air, trying to hold it in 
my lungs for as long as I could stand it. I got 
sicker and sicker; it was really great. But then 
the disaster struck. I O.D.'d and passed out. 
Luckily, a neighbor found me and rushed me off 
to the hospitol where a· couple hits of straight 
oxygen saved my life. When I finally regained 
consciousness a doctor dressed in white was 
standing over me. He asked me how I felt, and I 
told him that I was beginning to hove 
withdrawal pains and that I had to score some 
carbon monoxide right away. 
The doctor then told me that he hod some bad 
news far me. He said that I had a bad case of 
respiratory disease and that my heart on.d brain 
had become non-functional. 
"But what's the bad news?" I asked him. 
"You're going to have to give up carbon 
monoxide or else you'll die in a short while," the 
doctor replied. 
"How short a while?" 
" About a. week, give ·or take a few days." 
No more carbon monoxide. The very thought of 
going a ,day without it was staggering but 
forever was impossible. The only solution wos 
to find another form of pollution. I tried mercury 
and began eating tuna and swordfish every day 
along with drinking mercury polluted water 
straight from the factory. That didn't work. I 
went to DDT, hydrocarbons, arsensic. I tried 
them all, but nothing could compare to carbon 
monoxide. 
That's why I finally ended up going bock to 
carbon monoxide. Nothing else could keep me 
going, and besides, the temptation was to much 
for me. When you live in L.A., among oll that 
pollution, the temptation to breathe is just too 
great. In a few days, I'll probably be dead, but as 
the finol confession of a carbcm monoxide 
sniffer I can only say that the blame for my 
I'll never forget that beautiful sight as I came death rests on all of society. Everyone who 
within a few miles of the city and saw the hazy drove a ,cor or owned a factory or' worked in a 
mass of cqrbon monoxide and other pollutants factory or brought products from a factory that 
that lazily floated over the city. As I come closer pollutes was my pusher. They ore the ones that 
and entered the haze, tears of joy began killed me. You ore the ones that kill~d me. 
~::::::;:;:::::;:;:::::;:!:;:;:;:;:~:~:~:~:!:!:::::::~:~:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::t=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:::::~:::::::~===== :~!;:~:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:::?.!:~:~~:=:::::::::::::=:;:;: 
I)\ Hog Tied Sports Thanks... ~/~ 
:;~ Dear Editor, would like to express the Intramural Deportment's :;@ 
:;:?, job that The Easterner, and particularly :;:: 
::;:: I'll be hog-tied! Loo done In covering our program this year. It ;:;: 
~: bustin out here at king with a person that has a great Interest { 
:;::: started out when th e knowledge to bock up his writing. In the :;:: 
::;:: Plant put up fences een at Eastern, I can't recall any other ;:;: 
:;::: from runnin' over o t was quoted by the Spokane dollies from :;:: 
!:J~ our range. Seemed n (Cheap Shots) like Butch has been. We J:]: 
::a the renegade critter of he'll be back next year, because he·tells ;:;: 
~~ it and sometime in :::: 
I:J and stomped_ r'.ght t ral season drawing to a close, Jerry Jantz :;:\ 
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he daa:tllr's bag ~:~~~ ~~~.!~ 1:!!t~~~!"~~ject. 
paper, and other waste paper gather the material to a central 
can become a source of revenue college location. Trucks from the 
for the college. Inland Empire Paper Company 
ritten by dr. arnold werner • distributed by college pr.ess service 
Address letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East Lansing, 
Mi. 48823 
QUESTION: Recently I was examined by a physician because I 
had symptoms of a cold and temperature. He told me that it 
was necessary to remove my blouse and brassiere because 
these would interfere with the use of a stethoscoJ:?e. And yet, 
when a male friend with the same symptoms and was 
examined by the same doctor, he kept his shirt on throughout 
the examination. My question is this, is it really necessary to 
remove all outside apparel for a stethoscope examination or is 
this doctor just a "dirty old man"? 
ANSWER: It Is virtually Impossible to use a stethoscope 
adequately unless It is placed against bare skin. In haste, an 
occasional physician will slip the stethoscope up under clothing 
without asking a pe_rson to disrobe. This groping technique is 
not looked on with favor by those in the profession who pride 
themselves on their physical diagnostic ability. 
Physicians generally become quite adept in handling the 
physical examination situation involving patients of the 
opposite sex fn a non sexual fashion, sometimes almost too 
much so. The ethical prohibitions against the use of patients for 
one's own personal titilation are so strong that the exceptions 
are very far and few between. Although It is possible that you 
have met such an exception, it is also possible that your male 
friend was putting you on. 
QUESTION: I use oral contracept{ves. One of the benefits is the 
menstrual regularity with which I can predict accurately when 
each period will start. I wonder if it would be harmful to use 
oral contraceptives to alter the length of my cycle. For example 
suppose if I don't want a period to fall on a weekend can I take 
extra pills and extend the cycle for a few days? Would this 
cause harm or discomfort? How far could a period be stretched 
in this fashion? 
ANSWER: There is no reason why a women could not vary the 
appearance of her period by taking birth control pills for a 
longer time before stopping them. The so called period with the 
pills is actually artificial and is caused by a change in hormone 
levels when the pill is stopped. For convenience sake and the 
establishment of a routine, the manufacturer's- package these 
pills in dispensers to encourage regular use. 
If you choose to have a cycle other than what comes with the 
prepackaged arrangement, ask your physician to prescribe a 
contraceptive which they can be packaged as a large number 
of tablets in an ordinary pill bottle. Thus, if you took the pills for 
25 or 30 days instead of the usual 20-21 days and then cease 
taking them, you would have the longer period If you desire. It 
would probably not be possible to eliminate your period 
entirely as some break-through bleeding would occur after a 
few months of continued use. In no way should this alternate 
form of using birth control pills pose a hazard but I must warn 
you that many people are incredf bly dense about keeping track 
of events and failure to take a pill each day will enhance the 
possibility of an inadvertent pregancy. 
QUESTION: I would like to know if pubic hair turns grey as one 
ages. 
ANSWER: Yes, although at a slower rate than the h«lir on one's 
head. 
Assistant Business Manager Le-
land Graese said college main-
tenance men have worked out a 
method of gathering the mater-
ial to be re-cycled at a local 
company. Boxes wi 11 be situated 
in each campus department for 
the waste paper. Graese said 
custodians have agreed to place 
the boxes at a convenient 
location in each building. 
Crime Check: 
Campus Quiet 
Campus Safety has had 
comparatively quiet week. 
a 
They investigated a report of a 
car on fire in front of the HPE 
Phase I building. The cause of the 
fire was probably a cigarette, 
and there was some damage to 
the carpet under the front seat. 
Cheney Fire Dept. responded. 
There was also a hit and rvn 
accident at the Married Student 
Court. The suspect was appre-
hended and charged with failure 
to leave information at the scene 
of an accident and negligent 
driving. There were no injuries. 
Campus Safety was called to 7th 
floor Morrison to break up a fight 
between two students. The 
students were sent to the college 
disciplinarian officer for action. 
Three high school aged kids 
were picked up by Campus 
Safety and Cheney Police for 
loitering. They were referred to 
their parents and the juvenile 
court. 
Campus Safety also assisted 
Cheney Fire Dept. at 10th and 
Oak. 
A purse and wallet were stolen 
from a girl ;n Streeter. They were 
later recovered. 
Two other wallets were recover-
ed in the HPE Phase II building. 
Campus Safety is attempting to 
find the owners. 
Two ambulance calls WP.re also 
made last week. 
Vote Cast 
On Campus 
.Students, faculty and staff cast 
ballots on the Eastern campus 
yesterday for a new nickname or 
mascot for the school. but the 
final outcome of the vote will not 
be known for several weeks. 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
EMPLOYMENT 
The election follows action by 
the Board of Trustees to place 
three potential nicknames--
Badgers, Egles and Lake rs--on 
the ballot. At presstime, most 
po ll s reported light to moderate 
voting. 
Daryl Hagie, vice president for 
student services, said ballots will 
be mailed to alumni1 sometime 
next w eek and tabutlated with 
the votes cast yesterday. He said 
the alumni vote will take about 
10 days. He said all votes w i ll be 
tabulated and re lea sed at the 
same time. 
The selectio n of a new mascot 
wi ll end a year-long controversy 
a t the schoo l which started w hen 
spme Board members said they 
felt the "Savages" was deroga-
tory and demeaning towards 
native omerican indions. 
. . 
. OPPORTUNITIES 
... Excellent First Year Income 
... No Travel 
... Formal Training and 
Training Allowances 
... s3000 First Year Bonus 
... Excellent Retirement, Group life 
and Health 1.nsurance 
Send Resume ' to: 
Fidelity Union Life Insurance Company 
4331 Corbett Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97201 
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will pick up the paper. 
Eastern has encountered one 
obstacle in the re-cycling project. 
Initiative 276 states no public 
records containing confidential 
information can be used. What is 
consid~red public? What is 
considered confidential? Graese 
said he is seeking a ruling orf the 
matter. 
One campus organization sup-
porting the project is the 
Environmental Gab Group. Dr. 
Kenneth Swedberg, a spokes-
man for the group, said the 
project was initiated with a 
student member of the group. 
Mel Addington worked on the 
project from September to 
November. He was followed by 
Dennis Hilsabeck. Rick Deibel, 
another student, is presently 
Eastern Hosts 
Ed. Coop. 
Eastern Washington State Col-
lege will host a three-day 
Institute in Cooperative Educa-
tion for the eastern region of the 
state starting June 11. 
Graese said the college even-
tually hopes to re-cycle materials 
other than waste paper. Among 
these are small twigs found on 
the grounds. Other possibilities 
are potato peelings and lettuce 
leaves at the PUB. Potato 
peelings and lettuce found on 
the trays cannot be used, Graese 
said. 
Graduation 
Planned 
Spring Quarter graduation wil be 
held June 8th at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Fieldhouse. The seating will be 
limited, so there will be no 
reserved seats. 
.There will be a reception 
following the commencement 
ceremony in the lounge on the 
2nd floor of the PUB. 
Students will receive their 
diplomas in the mail approxi-
mately six weeks after gradua-
tion. 
Also, cops and gowns will go on 
sale in the bookstore from June 
4-8 .. The cost will be comparable 
to the retail fee previously used. 
However, these caps and gowns 
are disposabl~ ofter use. 
Thinking 
about a career? 
Think about two. 
Two careers are as easy to get as 
one. Just take Army· ROTC. You earn 
your. degree and your Army 
commission at the same time. Now 
ROTC pays $ lOO a month during 
your iuriior and senior years and all 
it requires is a few hours a week. 
Then you can serve as an Army 
Officer. 
You'll be making decisions, 
managing men, travelling. Who 
knows? You may stay in the Army,. 
Or you may go for a civilian career • 
You'll be in great shape for the 
competition. You'll have an educat-
ion sharpened by your Army 
management experience. That com-
bination can take you far--and fast. 
Find out all that ROTC can do for 
you. 
Call the Professor. of Militar.y 
Science at 359-2387 or come in and 
see him, EWSC, Cadet Hall. 
Army ROTC, the more you look at 
it, the better it looks. 
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Savage Club Sets 
lnvitat,Onal Mee.t 
by Butch Brown-Sports Editor 
[SPORTS EDITOR'S NOTE: The followlng Is a guest artlcle written by 
Ray McPheeters. This corner concurs with his Intentions and urges all 
to 1upport this endeavor. B.B.] 
Yes, soccer is here. 
On Wednesday, May 23, 1973, the Cheney Soccer Club was formally 
born. Even though the initial number of interested sportmen was only 
nine, today we have 19 participants actively involved in the cause of 
making this Quixotic athletic enterprise successful. Hopefully, we 
would like to have two teams plus the necessary personnel to 
actively run the club. In other words, we need about 30 or 35 people, 
including reserve players. 
Speaking of players, we already have a fine assortment of talent 
which constitutes the basis for a potentially powerful team. We have, 
for instance, Ngozi Echenim from Nigeria, a talented all-around 
player who is also one of the two coaches. The other coach is John 
Parkinson, a Broitish national and an experienced team member. We 
have formed a team out of " airy nothing," so to speak, but with such 
determination that a full schedule of training sessions has already 
been set up. As a matter of fact, the club plans immediately to join 
the Spokane League and compete during the summer championships. 
But ail is not Utopia. The team hos its troubles , or perhaps challenges, 
and we need the cooperation of as many people as possible. Such 
cooperation can materialize in the form of purchasing bumper 
stickers at fifty cents per shot. The stickers went on sole at the PUB 
yesterday. 
The player-executives of the team, Sergio Bocaz and myself, are 
already launched in an active campaign to find a suitable sponsor. 
This is a rather delicate point, because although the team needs 
financial assistance, this is not in itself a major problem. We don't 
want to turn to Spokane merchants for support. We wont this to be a 
Cheney team; we want to be an intergPal part of our town and 
participate and work together making it a spiritual section of our 
athletic enterprise. So we. need a sponsor from Cheney. With this in 
mind, Sergio and a small delegation from the team pion to visit the 
different commercial establishments in Cheney in the hope of 
obtaining both moral and financial support to make the team a sound 
reality. 
But if we should be defeated in our efforts, we will even pay from our 
own pockets the cost of the bumper stickers and our shirts. It is true 
that this is a new sport for Cheney, but we feel confident that we will 
get the support we need. Anyone interested please contact Sergio 
Bocoz at 9-2486 or myself at 5-4645. 
BOIL .. BIR .. WBTBR 
If you're golf game lacks the zing 
of years earlier, keep reading. 
The EWSC Savage Club lnvita-
ional Golf Tournament will be 
held Saturday, June 2, at the 
Coeur d'Alene Public Golf 
Course. And it promises to be a 
goodie. 
Jim Conn, SAC coordinator, said 
the annual tourney will get 
underway at l O a.m. and will be 
highlighted by a dinner and 
cocktail hour at 6: 15 at the 
Ironhorse Restaurant. ·The pur-
pose of the event is to provide 
support for the Savage athletic 
fund and the tax-deductible 
entry fee has been set at $25. 
Handicaps will be used for the 
three flights. A women's flight 
hos been established also. The 
first place finisher in the 
Championship Flight will receive 
a sparkling trophy plus member-
ship in t he Ce ntury Club, which 
includes two season passes to all 
athletic events with reserved 
seats for football and basketball 
games and Hospitality Room 
membership for all home games. 
The top scorers in the other 
flights will be awarded a new 
golf bag. 
The runner-up in each flight will 
receive six new golf balls and 
third place finishers will be 
honored with a new golf 
How to earn at home, part 
time, addressing envelopes. 
.Rush self addressed envelope, 
~tamped for free details. A&M 
Enterprises, 170 E. Palm 
~ anyon Dr., .Palm Springs, 
Calif. 92262. 
p T 
PAYS CASH 
FOR USED RECORDS 
Main & Browne 
MA 4-
ano BLBCTRIC POWBR 
Top priority today: air pollution abatement, · waste re-
cycling, sewage disposal, mass transit. It adds up to a 
monum·entai national housecleaning job - ·Underfoot, 
overhead, and in the waterways. 
Electricity is the cleanest of energy to get this job 
accomplished. ·we need a lot of it ·now, and a lot 
more in the future. 
!BE WASBINITON WATER POWER GOIIPANY 
Clean Energy for a Quality Environment 
.,•1 
umbrella. For those whose name Entry fees and .further inquiries 
appears at the bottom of the list, can be made by contacting Conn 
on EWSC " Crying Towel" will ba at the HPE complex (9-2461 ). 
awarded to help make the day It should be a day you'll never 
much brighter. forget--or never remember I 
r111nnlHIIIIIIIIIIIRIHlml.llNl1IIINIIII.IIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIB11111H1ilMillilillilllllllg 
i Trailer For Sale In Cheney! i 
§ 8x45, ABC Mobllehome, 1 Ox 16' built-on expando. i I Carpet, drapes, appliances, air conditioner, $2000 or I 
I best offer. 924-4912 i 
: = 5 -
Along the line with the 
interests of our ·tlub, Campus 
Crusade for Christ, during the 
last three quarters has been 
conducting the "National Col-
legiate Religious Survey." This 
survey is to assist our club in 
better understanding the rel-
igious thought of the students 
on campus as well as to assist 
those who would like to know 
more about the person of 
Je~us Christ. 
We wish to thank all of you 
who have participated in the 
survey and would llke to 
make known some of your 
findings that might be of 
interest to you. 
The findings are based upon a 
sampling of 224 students 
surveyed during winter quart-
er. Percentages have been 
rounded. 
In determining whether or not 
the stud•nts were members 
of a religious group 56 % 
answered "yes". When asked 
how frequent their attend• 
ance of services Is 29 % 
answered "never", 32% "sel-
dom", 12% twice a month, 
19% once a week and 8% 
other. Regarding which relig-
ious founder they know most 
about, 93% knew most about 
Jesus Christ, 7 % other. When 
asked, "Who Is Jesus Christ 
according to your understand-
ing?" 57% responded that He 
Is the Son of God, 12% as a 
man-leade r, 5% a prophet, 
26% other. Getting their 
opinion as to how one 
becomes a Christian we found 
27% say believe in Christ as 
personal Savior, 14 % say live 
a good life, 13% say 
understand and follow the 
teachings of Christ, 15% hold 
personal convictions, 14% 
don 't know, 17% other. 
Finally the question "Do you 
fee l the need for a more 
personal religious faith?" was 
asked, 44% replied "yes" and 
56 °lo "no". 
It was of interest to us to note 
that though the majority 
c·onsider themselves a mem-
ber of a rellglous group and 
the majority knew more 
about Jesus Christ than other 
religious founders yet as 
Indicated by the large spread 
of answers given to the 
question, "How does one 
become a Christian" the 
results seemingly Indicate to 
us that there Is 1tlll conf ualon 
as to how a · person can 
become a Christian. We have 
also noted that not all these 
lndlvlduals wanted to know 
more about Christ however as 
stated before our desire la to 
talk to those who do wish to 
know more about how they 
can relate to Christ. For those 
who have not been contacted 
but are Interested In either 
knowing more about our 
results or participating In the 
survey contact Earl Dannen or 
Jim Worley at 105 N. 9th 
#203. 
SHOWALTER'S HALL 
WISHES TO T HANK 
THE OLD AND NEW 
CUSTOMERS! 
We hope you have 
a good summer & we'I I see 
you Next Year! 
" .. . 
Tom Showalter 
LUCKY 
ON TAP! 
• I ... ~ " 
J 
Krause 
Names 
Rookies 
By Butch Brown 
Sports Editor 
Eastern basketball coach Jerry 
Krause announced last week 
th~t four all-conference basket-
bdll standouts hove enrolled at 
EW,SC. 
The Easterner, May 31, 1973, Page Eleven 
Lakers-- Eagles -- Badgers? 
The long-standing hassle over 
Eastern's new nickname has 
finally been settled by the Board 
of Trustees. As of quarter's end, 
EWSC shall become either 
"Badgers," "Eagles," or " Lakers. " 
Dr. Daryl Hagie, vice president 
for student affairs and name 
change committee chairman, 
said Friday's conference coll to 
the BOT netted the three final 
T 8:20 ONLY 
,..,:- CQ.FEATUIE (X) 
"THE TEMPTATION Of INGA" 
at 6:45 alHll 10:00 . 
choices. " Savages" will definitely 
be out, even if a majority of 
voters write in the name. 
A majority vote will not 
necessarily result in a f inal 
decision for that name, however. 
At the May 18 meeting the board 
decided a plurality would result 
in the selection of the best 
nickname. 
Topping the list is three-time 
all-state center Ron Cox of 
Coulee City. Cox popped for 21 
counters per contest last year 
and added on equal number of 
rebounds. The 6-6, 225 pound 
senior also holds the State B 
Tournament record for all-time 
rebounds. Cox is said to be the 
best freshman prospect since 
Dave Hayden came here in 1969. 
Among his strong points are 
good offensive skills one a 
reputation as a hard worker. 
Centralia's contribution to East-
ern's roundball squad will be Bill 
Gablehouse, a Blackhills all-con-
ference choice who dropped in 
19 points each game in '72-'73 
while picking 13 rebounds off 
the glass. Gablehouse goes 6-5, 
195 pounds, and will compete for 
a guard position. His ball-handl-
ing ability appears to be his 
major asset, Krause said. 
THE INTRAMURAL SWIM MEET • went over big Tuesday evening as 
1ome 60 competitors played the aqua game. Or were they lust 
"testing" the po11lble nickname "Lakers?" 
Hood River, Oregon, star Chris 
Brown will bring a 20.6 scoring 
average to the Cheney campus, 
backed by a 53 percent field goal 
percentage mark. The 6-5 for-
ward also snagged 15 rebounds 
per encounter and was an 
all-Wilco selection. Brown relies 
on good inside movement and 
his 200 pounds could decide the 
final outcome· of a few missed 
shots. 
Spokane's North Central High 
ace Brent Horton also will make 
the EWSC roll call. Sporting a 
19.2 scoring average, Horton led 
all Spokane area teams in 
scoring and rebounding (13) last 
year. The all-city forward is 6-4 
and is rated as one of the better 
all-round players recruited by 
Krause this year. 
Four other noteworthy names 
wi II atempt to don Savage 
uniforms next winter. Low 
Alexander, a 6-6 200-pounder 
from Clover Park in Tacoma, will 
make his college debut as a 
hard-rebounding forward. Alex-
ander scored 15 points per game 
and throws a sharp outlet pass 
on the fast break. 
One of the few out-of-state 
recruits is 5-9 guard Ardie Nave. 
·The East St. Louis High (Illinois) 
graduate scored 10.2 tallies per 
game and averaged six assists 
per outing. Krause named 
quickness and ball control finess 
as Nave's strengths. 
The tallest player recruited thus 
far is 6-8 Brian Twetmeyer. The 
THANKS TO· 
OUR MANY CUSTOMERS! 
We Hope You All Have A 
Prosperous Sum.mer And 
We'll See You This Fall! 
........ @[B}[Q)(QJ 
· CLIP & SAVE 
... with this Special Coupon 
JOU receive s2.QO off on all service! 
Includes Shop- Labor or , House Service C,lls 
Our technicians are color qualified! 
This $2 .00 Spec.ial Expires June 81 
Remernber I We Know What We Are Doing I 
Rental - Sale, - Se"ice 
RCA • llNITH • SONV • TOSMIIA 
416-FIRST. 
235'-6511 
Your Best Spot 
In Town For 
All Women's 
Summer 
Fashions! 
200 pound North Kitsap star 
popped 20 markers and grabbed 
12 rebounds per game last 
season. The big forward is very 
1 
agile and handles the roundball ; 
well, Krduse commented. 
Rounding· out the rookie crew is 
all-European pick John Rantz. 
The 6-4 forward-center from 
Brussels averaged · 22. 1 points 
and 1 5 rebounds each game last 
season. 
"We've recruited a much quicker 
team than we had last season," 
Krause said, "and we should be 
able to go back to what we want 
to do--fost break and pressure 
defense. " 
... A luncheon special so unbelievable 
it has to be called .. the Great Put-On"! 
for a buck-fifty it'll put on your table a 
complete meal ! 
• TOSSED GREEN SALAD 
• REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI 
• GARLIC BREAD 
• . DELICIOUS FRIED CHICKEN 
e. OUR FAMOUS PIZZA 
I Of coune l 
All YOU CAN EAT 
Sit down to the Great Put-On 
MONDAY thru FRIDAY 
from 11:30 to 1:30 
Try it .. 
• Cheney: 3261st Ave. 235-8484 
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Avante-Garde 
Store Opens 
VariBtions Detailed 
by Flsayo Geslnde 
Staff Reporter 
black, red, and white. 
'Robert Zubrin, a sophomore at 
the University of Rochester, has 
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• • A new shop, Gholies Consign-
ment, will be opening Friday, 
June 1, in Cheney. Chess enthusiasts have, over the 
lost fe~ years, come up with 
innovations in the game, and 
what we now have is a chess 
with more complex variations; 
spiral and three-dimensional 
games. 
i Thanks This Quarters j 
invented a game which he calls : : 
Three-Player Che11. In this game, ' : Advert; Qe •s : The store will be selling second 
hand goods as well os paintings, 
sculptures, macrame, quilts, and 
articles. Items will be sold on 
consignment. 
the board is hexagonal and has : a,a • , • • • : 
96 squares. : : 
Gohlies Consignment is owned 
and operated by Mike Ghol. . 
Store hours will be from noon 'to 
6:00 p.m. on Tuesday through 
Saturday except on Friday when 
the store will stay open until 
9:00 p.m. 
The store is located at 115 
College next to the telephone 
In Capablanca Concentric Che1i, 
the board is circular and the 
pieces move spirally. In another 
form of chess, invented by 
Russian-born mathematician 
Ervand G. Kogbetlianz, the game 
is' ployed on on ."eight-tiered 
board" with 64 pieces on each 
side. 
Three people, of course, are 
required to ploy Three-Player 
Chess, and two out of these 
three players are ollowecJ to 
confer wiih~ a h other in order 
to plot against the third player. 
Speaking about his invention, 
Robert Zubrin commented: " ... it 
is more complex than chess, but 
not as precise. It is more 
psychological." 
office and across the street from f n Interface developed by· Ken 
the Savage House pizza parlor:. Mobert, a boat builder of San 
Mobert hos teamed up with two 
other people to form a company 
that sells Interface to depart-
ment stofes and through the 
mail. The selling-price is $9.95. 
Zubrin has yet to conclude 
arrangements with a toy com-
pany for ,-the manufacture and 
distril:rution of Three-Plc1yer 
Chess in America, however, it is 
already being distributed in 
• Rafael, California, the game is Lamda Ch, played on a Y-shaped board by 
three people. The board has 108 Hosts Ms. Meet squares and 1s irregular quadri-
. - lateriols, six of these quadrilat-
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity is eriols, which are colored red, ore 
sponsoring an Olympics June 3, called "transit points". Each of 
1973 for ten groups of women on the three players starts out with 
campus, said Bob Thorson, 16 ieces and the colors are three Euro eon countries. 
1972-73 President of Lambda 
Chi. The groups are the Crescent 
Girls, Chi Dolls, Sigma Kappa, 
Chi Omega, Pearce Hall, Dress-
ler, Louise Anderson, Dryden, 
Morrison and ,Streeter. 
Five girls from each group have 
been coached and trained by 
Lambda Chi for regular track 
events, plus buck-buck, pie 
throwing, efc. Before the meet, a 
parade starting at 12:30 a.m., 
will pick up the contestants at 
their residence and then go to 
Woodward Field. 
There wi II be 1st and 2nd place 
trophies awarded to the two best 
groups and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd 
place ribbons will be awarded to 
the winners of individual events. 
i·· IF YOU DON'T LiiE 
BE£R TAVERNS ... 
TRY THE. 
SMOKE SHOP 
TAVERN. 
Live· Music Wed, .• Sat. 
"Enjoy a Mellow 
relaxed atmosphere!" 
W. 230 RIVERS1Dl · 
It's Time 
To IAJse-~-=-
Your· 
C@OL-: 
WATCH FOR POSTERS IN ALL 
DORM LOBBIES FOR TIMES AMD PlACES 
TO RETURN Y.OUR REFRIGERATOR! 
ALL UNITS MUST BE DEFROSTED, 
CLEANED AMD RE"fTURNED. BY 
WEDNESDAY OF FINALS WEEK! 
NOTE: Reward will be given for Information leading 
to thll apprehension of missing units. 
Write Box 1200 PUB. 
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: RESEARCH UNLIMITED KIM DORSEY : 
• • 
: SAVAGE HOUSE AIR FORCE ROTC : 
• • 
: MARTIN SHEERAN JAN EKSTEDY : 
• • 
: SHOWALTERS HALL ALPHA KAPPA PSI : 
• • 
: SKAGIT VALLEY COLLEGE PAT O'DONNELL : 
• • • • 
• SP,,4\ITH JEWELERS ALPHA PHI OMEGA • 
• • 
: SOUTHWEST TEACHER'S AGENCY RICK SCHIERMAN : 
• • • • 
• PIZZA HAVEN ARMY ROTC • 
• • • • : SPONSORS CORPS BINK PICARD : 
• • 
: ASSOCIATED STUDENTS CHENEY BOWL : 
• • 
: CONTINUED EDUCATION THOMAS RANTZ : 
• • 
: THETA CHI UPSILON CHENEY DEPT. STORE . , 
• • 
: TOWN AND COUNTRY TV LARRY STUECKLE : 
• • 
: TRAVEL WEST CINEMAS 1 & 2 : 
• • 
: WASHINGTON WATER POWER DONNA THOMPSON : 
• • 
• Pl KAPPA DELTA CIVIC THEATER : 
. TIRE MARKETERS 
WHEEL SPORT BICYCLE SHOP 
../ 
STUDENTS FOR RESPONSIBLE EXPRESSION 
FONKS VARI.ETY 
LIONS DEN 
PIPE RACK 
NORTHWEST ENTERPRISES 
'GROOVE AND SHUTTER 
DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA 
BIG BEND LAND COMPANY 
SMOKE SHOP TAVERN 
FLOWER POT 
COLLEGE BOOK STORE 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION CENTER 
SPURS 
HAWAIIAN CLUB 
A & M ENTERPRISES 
BAHRS RED WING SHOE STORE 
CHENEY DRUG 
SELKIRK BERGSP()RT 
.. , . . . 
MYKE'S WEST 
CAPITAL TIRE 
COLUMBIA RECORDS 
ERRORITE 
~IM WALLINGTON 
FJDELITY UNION LIFE INSURANCE 
CAROL WORTHINGTON 
FOUR DOORS EAST 
DENISE MOOERS 
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GETHSEMANE LUTHERAN CHURCH : 
OLYMPIA BREWERY 
GOOFIES 
FTO FLORISTS 
HALS STEREO 
SHEAFFER PINS 
HOMEWORK OPPORTUNITIES 
VISTA PEACE CORPS 
THE HOUSIN OFFICE 
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• • • • •• 
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YOUNG AMERICANS FOR FREl:DOM : 
MADDUX CLEANERS 
KHPSAKE 
OWL PHARMAC!!Y 
AUDIO VISUAL REPAIR 
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